
UNIFIED PLANNING & OPTIMISATION 

Order Streaming within Manhattan Active® Warehouse 
Management (WMS) has shattered the boundaries 
between wave and wave-less. Now everything is 
responsive, so you no longer have to make the choice 
between wave-like and wave-less processing. Order 
Streaming uses machine learning to optimally process 
wholesale, store replenishment and direct-to-consumer 
orders simultaneously.

WAVE
What’s the best way to drive efficiency in almost anything? Process in large, bulk 
quantities. Which is why, historically, the wave has been the primary tool to initiate and 
drive efficiency and throughput in the distribution centre. But the wave has limitations. 
It causes large peaks of utilisation followed by troughs of down time as the next wave 
of work is prepared, so utilisation consistency can be a challenge. Those waves of work 
can also take long periods of time, sometimes 6 or more hours to complete.

But in the past few years, as consumers have blurred the lines of physical and digital, 
the distribution centre has felt the impact of increased cost pressure and reduced time 
frames for delivery.

WAVE-LESS
To adjust for the impact to the distribution centre caused by accelerated 
omnichannel fulfilment promises, supply chain leaders have turned to wave-less 
processing. Wave-less processing manages every order as a discrete allocation of 
work instead of bundling multiple orders together. It brings fast, responsive fulfilment 
for single, direct-to-consumer orders. But it also has some drawbacks: the efficiency 
of the resources in the distribution centre is challenged by more round trips and 
picking fewer items per trip.

Historically, supply chain leaders have had to make a choice: run a wave or go wave-
less. You could not operate both methods at the same time, which meant segregated 
warehouse space, duplicated stock and excess labour.

Now you can.

UNPRECEDENTED INTELLIGENCE 
& OPTIMISATION:
The fastest, smartest optimisation 
available for direct-to-consumer, 
wholesale and store replenishment 
workflow means simultaneously 
handling any order type with 
reduced processing times, increased 
accuracy and higher service levels.

UNMATCHED UTILISATION OF 
MAN & MACHINE:
Order Streaming uses advanced 
machine learning to continually 
anticipate and adapt; learning how 
to maximise the utilisation of every 
asset available, from robotics and 
advanced material handling to the 
human workforce.

ORDER STREAMING FOR  
THE MODERN WAREHOUSE

SOLUTION BRIEF



Using Order Streaming technology with machine learning, 
Manhattan offers a warehouse management system that is 
dynamically responsive to order demand because it manages 
every single piece of work discretely.

That means that when a request for a large block of work is 
submitted, Order Streaming bundles the discrete demands 
and processes it similarly to a traditional wave, allocating the 
resources available to fulfil in bulk. But when a request for 
an individual direct-to-consumer order is registered, Order 
Streaming processes that piece of work immediately without 
any dependency on other workflow. Order Streaming can even 
bundle lower priority direct-to-consumer orders within waves 
to increase efficiency.

The intelligence and flexibility of Order Streaming means that 
a single warehouse management system from Manhattan can 
dynamically scale to accommodate any quantity of any type 
of workflow in real time, simultaneously. And that includes 
‘Flow-Through’ as well, Manhattan’s advanced cross-docking 
capability for rapid retail store replenishment that can 
circumvent work release tasks.

WORKFLOW BENEFITS
– Automated intelligent order action upon receipt of demand
– Continuous order prioritisation
– Automatic stock allocation
– Real-time replenishment calculations
– ‘Over-allocate’ and utilise remainder for replenishment

From today, everything works together, in complete harmony. 
Nothing is duplicated or separated. You can now have 
a common pool of stock, common teams and common 
automation.

UTILISATION BENEFITS
– Increase capital utilisation and margin protection
– Eliminate inefficient use of capital such as dedicated automation 

facilities, ‘shipping to yourself’ and redundant stock
– Increase utilisation of assets to maximise 

throughput with a minimal workforce
– Protect fulfilment margins by reducing inefficient or 

redundant workflow to process multiple order types
– Reduce costly service-level upgrades to ensure on-time delivery

And combined with the revolutionary introduction of the 
warehouse execution system (WES) capabilities inside Manhattan 
Active WM, Order Streaming simultaneously optimises and 
orchestrates all stocks and any order type with the best 
combination of your workforce, automation and robotics.

Manhattan WMS with Order Streaming means no longer having to 
make the choice between optimising workflow for wholesale and 
store replenishment or direct-to-consumer processes. It means 
no longer building dedicated facilities for direct-to-consumer 
or carving out a dedicated duplication of stock in the corner of 
the warehouse. It means more throughput and utilisation of your 
existing resources.

With Manhattan Associates, you get it all.

For more information
To learn more about Manhattan Order Streaming,  
contact your Manhattan sales representative or visit:
manh.co.uk/order-streaming
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